
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement ?
It is better to have broad knowledge of the academic subjects than
to specialize in one specific subject . Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer .

Education plays an important role in humans’ 's life and students
are the future of society and they need to learn many skills in order
to contribute to society  . It is obvious , this statement has been
debated for many years and people have various opinions because
it depends on their personality . They can both have negative and
positive points which I explain for youhere .
First of all , specialize in one specific subject it can be better
because students have more focus on one subject , so they can
get better results and they can be experts in the field they studied
that is one of the positive points but some persons may get tired
of this monotony and this is one of the negative points . If students
concentrate on a single subject , they are able to study the details
because they have more time . For instance in my last year of the
university I decided to specialize in one law , so I studied women's
rights and now I have a lot of articles and experience in this file
also students can easily remember the topic because the subject
and details are the same .
In addition , If students study one subjects , they can have a more
powerful resume and provides better performance . Nowadays
companies wants skilled people in different files , so they see your
resume . consequently , it is better to specialize in one files than
having no expertise in any files . For example when I was in high
school , we had a teacher who taught us math , geography and
Quran and when you asked him some questions out of the books ,
he could not answer because he did not specialize in any of those
lessons .

Last but not least , some people believes that it is more beneficial
for students to have broad knowledge of various subjects because
people totally must possess useful skills and experience to
manage difficult situations in life . They must learn to improve their
potential abilities even at a young age , so it is better to have broad
knowledge of diverse subjects .
As a result , Were I to choose between have a broad of knowledge
and specialize in one specific subject , I would go for specialize in
one subject because from my viewpoint , if you have a powerful



resume in specific file , you can become an expert in a field that no
one can be you . 


